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This work reports on the chemical, microstructural and mechanical performance of

cathodic arc evaporated CrAlO based coatings for applications in the hot forming

industry. CrAlO coatings have attracted a strong interest due to possibility to

synthesise at low temperature (400ºC-500ºC) corundum-like (Cr,Al)2O3 hard

coatings. Whereas sputtering or ion beam assited deposition methods allow the

synthesis of these chemical formulations [1], arc evaporation of oxide coatings

produces a fast poissoning of the cathodes, excessive micro-droplet formation and

electrical screening of the growing films.

In this study, we have developed alternating CrAlO/CrAlN layers by cathodic arc

evaporation in the presence of a reactive O2/N2 atmosphere. The altenation of

conductive andnon conductive layers permits a greater ion bombardment that that

produced with single oxide coatings. In addition, the presence of N2 even during the

growth of CrAlO has shown to have beneficial effects to mitigate the poissoning of the

cathodes, in agreement to Najafi et al. [2].

The alternation of oxide and nitride phases is shown to decrease significantly the

amount of microdroples on the coating, providing a greater mechanical stability and

tribological performance. Scanning electron microscopy, x-ray diffraction and optical

emission spectroscopy confirmed the presence of dense, cubic faced (Cr,Al)Ox

phases with x~0.5.

The mechanical properties such as nano-indentation hardness, adhesion strength and

wear at room and high temperature will be discussed and correlated to the

microstructural design of the coatings in terms of bilayer period, and thickness ratio of

the oxide/nitride bilayer.
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